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Introduction
EUROsociAL, the European Union’s regional technical co-operation programme in Latin
America, aims to support changes in the design and implementation of public policies to
improve social cohesion; through an exchange of experiences, good practices and know-how
between public institution’s both regions; promoting "peer learning" which would make an
effective contribution to such policy changes.
This document provides a general overview of EUROsociAL interventions by country and
thematic area, and refers directly to the principal multimedia materials generated by the
programme.
The available content includes the calendar of activities, reports, lists of activities, and visibility
sheets, which provide a quick overview of “what EUROsociAL does” by area or country of
interest in a more communicative way.
Along with the information classified by area and country, there are also sheets and reports for
cross-cutting actions, which are areas that affect all the programme's interventions.
All of this content is also distributed and freely available on the programme's website:
http://eurosocial-ii.eu/es and in the programme's database for management and information
access http://www.sia.eurosocial-ii.eu/
The most important documents generated by EUROsociAL make up the editorial line of the
programme and are included in the EUROsociAL library. Available online, the documents can
be searched by country and thematic area, among other search options, at
http://www.eurosocial-ii.eu/en/biblioteca/
In addition to publications, EUROsociAL also generates specific communication products for
publicising the programme, such as videos and radio segments. All of these are available in the
multimedia section of the website: http://eurosocial-ii.eu/en/multimedia/
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Venezuela
Regional and multi-country

web

This section provides a quick overview of the programme's interventions by country. All of the
information is available in the section of the website for each country, which also provides
links to the publications of interest. http://eurosocial-ii.eu/en/paises/
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Information by thematic area:

web
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 Reports by action

Impleme
nted
acions

This section provides a quick overview of the programme's interventions by thematic area. All
of the information is available in the web section for each thematic area, which also provides
links to the publications of interest. http://eurosocial-ii.eu/en/macroareas

Democratic
Governace

Descentralization
- Degional Development and territorial cohesion

   

Social Dialogue
-

Strengthening of Economic and Social Councils

   

Democratic Institutionalization
-

Transparency and the fight against corruption

   

Employment Policies

Social Policies

- Sistemas Nacionales de Cualificaciones Profesionales
- Active employment policies
Social Policies
-

Comprehensive social protection systems

   
   
   

Education
- Mejora de la oferta educativa
Health
-

Equity improvement of health systems

   
   

Justice and Citizen Security

Justice
-

Raising awareness of rights, guidance, and legal assistance

-

Reduction of barriers to access to justice

-

Strengthening of Public Defender's Offices

-

Alternative Conflict Resolution Mechanisms (ACRM)

-

Attention to victims of gender violence

-

Socio proffessional integration of incarcerated persons





























Citizen Secutity
-

Violence prevention

   

Fublic Finances

Public Finances
-

Tax Education

-

Voluntary compliance with tax obligations

-

Reform of tax systems

-

Planning-budgeting link and evaluation
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Relevant experiences:
These are successful programme initiatives worth to be highlighted and documented. This
section is continuously updated with new experiences. They are also added to the
programme's website linked in the action and country pages associated with the experience.

File

 Relevant experiences

Argentina

Multilevel coordination

Bolivia

Fiscal education in Bolivia

Brasil

House of Rights “Cidade de Deus”
Productive activities in incarceration facilities

Chile

Elderly care systems

Colombia

Public employment centres network
Systematisation of the cross-cutting competencie
Public policy to prevent adolescent and juvenile crime
Primary health care model
Implementation of the anti-corruption policy

Costa Rica

State policy for regional development
National strategy for the reduction of poverty
Comprehensive attention to incarcerated women

Ecuador

Tax reform in Ecuador

El Salvador

Implementation of the Law on Transparency and Access to
Information

Guatemala

Electronic invoicing in Guatemala

Honduras

The Economic and Social Council of Honduras
Comprehensive focus against gender-based violence

México

Reform of the National Employment Service of Honduras
(SENAEH)
Evaluation and prioritisation system for regional impact projects

Panamá

Coordination of stakeholders to prevent violence

Paraguay

Programme to fight against extreme poverty
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File

 Relevant experiences

Perú

Access to justice by incarcerated foreign women and young
people



Implementation of the National Anti-Corruption Plan









Intercultural justice system

Uruguay

Information system for education
Information and assistance for taxpayers
Monitoring system for health equity

Multipaís

Tax Support centers
Comprehensive policies for homeless people, Brasil, Paraguay y
Uruguay

Regional

Regional model for the management of archives and records
Regional model to prevent violence
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Cross-cutting actions
The organisation of the programme around thematic areas, is not to the detriment of a
common croos-cutting vision, focused in a number of features that characterises the
programme horizontally and highlight “how” is it made: its working method. In addition, some
target groups of the policies supported by EUROsociAL across the programme, are worth to be
highlighted.

Web

File

 Cross-cutting actions

Report

Accordingly, drawing those features and target groups, from every thematic area and country,
some visibility sheets for these interventions can be presented for the whole Programme; as
well as more extensive and detailed reports. Some of them also have a specific web section.
http://eurosocial-ii.eu/en/macroarea-multiarea/transversal-intersectorial

European contributions

  

South-South cooperation
Working with Networks

  
  

Stakeholders Coordination





Complementarity EU





Gender approach

  

Vulnerable groups

  
  

Youth
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EUROsociAL in figures
The activities, documents and visibility sheets linked on the website can also be accessed
through the Programme's information system. In addition, this offers customisable reports.
http://www.sia.eurosocial-ii.eu/informes.php

EUROsociAL II publications
The editorial line of EUROsociAL publications is made up of the deliverables from the
programme that, due to their importance and technical quality, are considered publishable in
EUROsociAL's collections. The editorial line has four collections: Studies, Working Documents,
Policy Documents, and Sharing EUROsociAL. The programme also sponsors and collaborates in
other publications.

The publications are available in EUROsociAL’s Online Library: http://www.eurosocialii.eu/en/biblioteca/

EUROsociAL II videos
EUROsociAL TV is a YouTube channel that contains all the video
materials produced by the programme.
http://www.eurosocial-ii.eu/es/eurosocialtv

EUROsociALII radio segments
*Programmes dedicated to EUROsociAL produced under an agreement
between the FIIAPP and Spanish National Radio to disseminate the
Foundation's institutional cooperation actions.
http://eurosocial-ii.eu/en/radio
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www.eurosocial-ii.eu / info@eurosocial-ii.eu
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